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In fluid-assisted injection molding, the distribution of the residual wall thickness on the inside and outside of the curved area is
different, and void is formed due to the effect of the shrinkage on the outside where the residual wall thickness is thicker. The
shrinkage that takes place in the residual wall is affected by the rheological changes in the polymer caused by temperature change
and also by the thermal properties of the penetration fluid. In this study, the different effects on void formation in residual wall
during fluid-assisted injection molding were analyzed, and water and silicone oil that had different thermal properties were used
for the fluids. For this, heat transfer analysis and injection molding analysis were conducted. The void formation occurred due to
the different temperature distribution and volumetric shrinkage in the direction of the residual wall in the curved area with a hollow
section. It was also found that the void formation in the curved area decreased in the case of silicone oil compared to the case of
water from simulation and experiments.

1. Introduction

Fluid-assisted injection molding is a process where the melt
polymer is filled into a cavity after which the fluid penetrates
to form a hollow space inside the molded product [1–3]. Cur-
rently, the commercialized fluid-assisted injection molding
processes are the gas-assisted injection molding in which gas
is used as the penetration fluid and water-assisted injection
molding in which water is used as the penetration fluid.
The water-assisted injection molding technique is applied
in manufacturing three-dimensional tubular parts with a
hollow cross-section that has recently been provided with
functionality. Compared to gas, water has the advantage of
being able to reduce the cooling cycle by at least 30%, since
it has 4 times higher specific heat and more than 40 times
higher thermal conductivity. In particular, it is a technique
that is appropriate for manufacturing hollow products with
functionality because of its advantages of forming uniformed

thickness in a hollow area, smooth internal part surface,
larger spaces, and longer hollow sections compared to gas-
assisted injection molding [4]. However, despite numerous
benefits in water-assisted injection molding, it has the prob-
lem of having a void present in the residual wall where
the hollow section forms due to the effects of the thermal
conductivity of water [5, 6].

Void that forms inside during the formation of the hollow
section is mainly due to two causes. First is the void that
occurs due to the unstable flow of the fluid in forming the
hollow section and second is the void due to the shrinkage
that is present because of the difference in residual wall
thickness between the inside and the outside portion of the
product, which forms in the curved area during the formation
of the hollow section.

According to a study by Liu et al. [7, 8] on the occurrence
of void in water-assisted injection molding, the void which
forms in the residual wall of the hollow section is affected
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Figure 1: Trace of an injection molding cycle in a PvT diagram.

by the semicrystalline polymer in which there is a large
volumetric shrinkage present and also by the pressure and
velocity of water injection. Furthermore, the difference in
shrinkage increases even more in case the glass fiber is added
for reinforcement of strength, causing larger formations of
void in the residual wall [9].

In general, approximately 20% of specific volume changes
during the process due to changes in the temperature and
pressure of the polymer. Such change in specific volume
generates shrinkage in the molding part, and the volumetric
shrinkage that mostly occurs during the cooling process
affects the dimensional accuracy and quality of the molding
product.

Figure 1 shows the PvT data of the polypropylene, which
is a typical semicrystalline plastic. Once polymer filling
takes place, it shifts to position A because of the change
in specific volume due to the increased injection pressure.
Once packing pressure is in action after completion of filling,
the temperature and pressure decrease due to the effects of
the solidification of the polymer and the specific volume
changes according to the curve of B. After the completion
of the packing pressure, the pressure of the molding product
drops to atmospheric pressure and undergoes stages C and
D at which great change in specific volume takes place as it
passes through the melting temperature and glass transition
temperature zones. The volumetric shrinkage in the final
molding product is determined by the difference between
the specific volume during product ejection and the specific
volume at free air temperature. Therefore, greater shrinkage
takes place as the ejecting temperature increases [10].

Figure 2 shows the conceptual diagram that illustrates
the mechanism of void formation occurring from the effects
of shrinkage inside the molding product. In a study by
Aida and Hazawa [11], it was experimentally proven that the
void, which forms due to shrinkage, first grows rapidly due
to internal shrinkage but there is no void growth after a
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Figure 2: Mechanism of void formation.
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certain period of cooling time. There has also been research
conducted to predict the growth of void due to shrinkage.
Kim [12] and Ahn and Kim [13] proposed a theoretical model
on the length of void growth by shrinkage, proving that void
growth can be predicted by comparing the theoretical model
with experimental results.

In this study, the effects of usingwater and silicone oil that
have different thermal properties from one another on the
void formation in the residual wall thickness during the fluid-
assisted injection molding process were analyzed. To do this,
void formation that occurred due to the effects of shrinkage
was analyzed after analyzing the temperature and volumetric
shrinkage distribution in the direction of the residual wall
thickness of the hollow section by conducting heat transfer
analysis and injection molding analysis. In addition, the
effects of water and silicone oil on the void formation in the
residual wall of the curved areawere compared through fluid-
assisted injection molding experiments.

2. Fluid-Assisted Injection Molding Process

In fluid-assisted injection molding, a certain quantity of
polymer is injected into the mold through injection molding
process followed by a certain period of standby time to form a
polymer frozen layer, after which fluid is injected to form the
hollow section.This process is followed by another process for
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Figure 5: Result of heat transfer analysis for water and silicone oil.

the removal of fluid that remains inside the molding product,
after which the final product is ejected.

However, during the injection of the fluid for the forma-
tion of the hollow section, there is uniformed distribution
of residual wall thickness in the straight area but there is
thickness deviation present in the curved area. Such effect
is due to the fluid flowing according to the maximum
streamwise velocity in Figure 3, with the outer thickness
becoming thicker than the inner thickness because of the
effects of centrifugal force generated by the fluid flowing
through the curved area.

Once the fluid is injected, the polymer frozen layer is
formed in the inner wall of the hollow section and this
frozen layer rapidly grows through the effects of the thermal
properties of the fluid. Because the formed frozen layer has
high mechanical stiffness, the injection pressure of the fluid
for compensating the shrinkage in the thickness direction of

Table 1: Thermal property for mold, water, and silicone oil.

Density
[g/cm3
]

Specific heat
[J/kg⋅∘C]

Thermal conductivity
[W/m⋅∘C]

Mold 0.780 460 29
Water 0.988 4180 0.643
Silicone oil 0.9676 1500 0.16

Water/silicone oil 
temp. profile

Mold temp. profile

Figure 6: Finite element model for prediction of void generation.

the residual wall is not effective. Consequently, void forms in
the curved area where the residual wall thickness is thick due
to the effects of shrinkage.

3. CAE Analysis for the Prediction of
Void Formation

In order to improve the void formation in the residual
wall thickness during the formation of the hollow section
through fluid-assisted injection molding, there must be a
modification of the cooling properties using the thermal
properties of the penetration fluid instead of optimizing the
process parameters of the penetration fluid. Accordingly in
this study, the effects of applying water and silicone oil,
which have different thermal properties from one another,
on the void formation inside the residual wall thickness were
analyzed. To do this, the temperature of the penetration fluid
was predicted through the heat transfer analysis, which was
applied as the boundary condition for the injection molding
analysis to analyze void formation due to shrinkage that is
present in the residual wall thickness.

3.1. Heat Transfer Analysis. Heat transfer analysis was con-
ducted by using commercial softwareMSCMarc 2011 in order
to predict the temperature distribution between the hollow
section and the penetration fluid during the fluid-assisted
injectionmolding usingwater and silicone oil. Figure 4 shows
that the finite element analysis model that was applied in the
analysis and the thermal properties of the fluids defined in
Table 1 were applied in the analysis as well. In this analysis,
the boiling effect of water was not considered because it was
assumed that the void formedduring the cooling process after
the completion of fluid injection.
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Figure 7: Distribution of temperature at the hollow part section.

In general, heat transfer coefficient can be calculated in
many different ways but the heat transfer coefficient applied
in this analysis is defined as follows [14]:

Nu = ℎ𝐷
𝐾
𝑓

= 0.664√Re
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Pr1/3,
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.

(1)

The heat transfer coefficient value is affected by the
thermal conductivity coefficient, viscosity coefficient, fluid
velocity, density, and more, among which the velocity of the
fluid is one of the most sensitively reacting factors for the
heat transfer coefficient. The results measured by using the
linear potentiometer of the fluid-assisted injection molding
system through experiment were applied for the velocity of
the fluid. Velocities of 0.264m/s and 0.085m/s for water and
silicone oil, respectively, were applied as the average velocity
of the fluid that flowed while forming the hollow section. By
calculating the heat transfer coefficient of water and silicone
oil through (1), 4100W/m2∘C and 550W/m2∘C were applied
in the analysis for water and silicone oil, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the results of the heat transfer analysis for
water, silicone oil, and mold. It can be observed that higher
temperature is reached in case of silicone oil compared to
water due to the effects of different thermal properties.

3.2. Injection Molding Analysis with the Application of Heat
Transfer Analysis Results. The injectionmolding analysis was
conducted by applying the results of the heat transfer analysis
of the penetration fluid and the mold temperature. Because
this analysis was aimed at analyzing the void formation that
takes place during the cooling process after the formation of
the hollow section by the penetration fluid, it was defined
to have thickness deviation present as shown in Figure 6.
M540(PP) (𝑇: 230∘C, 𝑇

𝑔
: 116∘C) of GS Caltex was applied as
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Figure 8: Set of measurement position for thickness direction.

a polymer for the analysis. The same process conditions were
applied for both water and silicone oil and the results of the
heat transfer analysis were used for the temperatures of the
inner surface where the hollow section was formed and the
outer surface that was in contact with the mold.

Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution in the thick-
ness direction of the residual wall when applying the results
of heat transfer analysis of water and silicone oil as the surface
temperature boundary condition of the injection molding
process. While both cases of using water and silicone oil
show similar temperature distribution until the center of the
residual wall thickness for the outer surface of the hollow
section that is in contact with themold, it can be observed for
the inner surface of the hollow section that is in contact with
water or silicone oil that the silicone oil has more uniformed
temperature distribution until the center of the residual
wall thickness compared to that of water. Such difference in
temperature distribution signifies that there is difference in
volumetric shrinkage present.

In order to analyze the change in volumetric shrinkage
that takes place in the thickness direction of the residual
wall in the hollow section, measuring locations for the outer
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Figure 9: Temperature versus specific volume for hollow part thickness.
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Figure 10: Comparison of experiment result between water and silicone oil.

and inner surfaces by having the center of the residual wall
thickness as the basis were defined as shown in Figure 8.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the changes in temperature
and volumetric shrinkage according to the positions in the
thickness direction of the residual wall. Figure 9(a) shows
the change of volumetric shrinkage in the thickness direction
from the center of the residual wall thickness to the area in
contact with the mold. It is evident that the difference of
volumetric shrinkage is not big for both cases since the results
were 1.78% and 1.63% for water and silicone oil, respectively.
Figure 9(b) shows the change of volumetric shrinkage in
the thickness direction from the center of the residual wall
thickness to the area in contact with the penetration fluid.
It can be observed that there is significant difference in
volumetric shrinkage since the results were 1.57% for water
and 0.18% for silicone oil. This signifies that the thermal
properties of water and silicone oil greatly affect the change
in volumetric shrinkage.

Accordingly, it was possible to predict that the void was
generated in the inner wall in case of water because there
was significant difference in volumetric shrinkage between
the center of the residual wall thickness and the inner/outer
areas. On the other hand, it was possible to predict that such
effects on void generation in case of oil were relatively lower
since oil had less volumetric shrinkage difference compared
to water.

4. Fluid-Assisted Injection
Molding Experiment

Figure 10 shows the experiment results of the fluid-assisted
injection molding using water and silicone oil. In case of
water, void was generated on the outer surface of the curved
area that formed the thick residual wall while the void did not
form in case of silicone oil unlike water. This is understood
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to be the result of the volumetric shrinkage difference of the
residual wall in the hollow section that is present due to the
effects of the thermal properties of the fluid as proposed by
the analysis.

5. Conclusions

It was understood that the difference in the outer and
inner residual wall thickness in a curved area appeared
differently according to the type of penetration fluid during
the formation of the hollow section in fluid-assisted injection
molding and that the void is generated on the outer surface
where the residual wall thickness formed thicker. Through
experimentation and analysis, it was evident that the effects of
high specific heat and thermal conductivity of water resulted
in the fast formation of the frozen layer in the inner wall
that hindered the compensation of the volumetric shrinkage
by the fluid penetration pressure, because of which void was
generated due to the large volumetric shrinkage difference
in the thickness direction. On the other hand, decreased
void generation was confirmed in case of the silicone oil
that had low specific heat and thermal conductivity since the
formation of frozen layer in the inner wall was delayed, which
resulted in smooth volumetric shrinkage compensation by
fluid penetration pressure and decreased volumetric shrink-
age difference in the thickness direction. It was understood
through this study that the void formation in the residual
wall thickness was affected by the thermal properties of
the penetration fluid in the fluid-assisted injection molding
process.
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